Abstract-The C++ library AutoPas aims at delivering optimal node-level performance for particle simulations. This paper describes the internally implemented algorithms, and how the library uses auto-tuning to dynamically select their optimal combination at run-time. Results are presented, which show that all available algorithms and configuration options have their specific advantages. To demonstrate the library's capabilities in relevant application settings, it has been integrated into the software package ls1 mardyn. An example of a realistic molecular dynamics simulation from thermodynamics is shown in which AutoPas detects a change in the best possible algorithm configuration. It adapts the simulation algorithm accordingly, sustaining optimal performance without additional user input.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle simulation has become a popular tool in many fields, such as computational chemistry [1] .
In molecular dynamics simulations, interactions between individual particles are modelled via force fields. The arising pairwise force calculation is a computationally intensive step, which needs to be optimized to minimize the time to solution.
Often codes are developed only having a small number of problems and specific hardware in mind. Thus, when such codes are employed for new, different problems or on new hardware that offers novel features, efficiency is lost or a wide range of optimization options is not sufficiently exploited. However, already in 1987, Frederick Brooks postulated that there is "No Silver Bullet" in software engineering [2] , which is especially true for simulation codes. Therefore, an approach is presented that, instead of optimizing for some cases, offers multiple specialized solution strategies with different advantages and automatically chooses the most appropriate one for the current state of the simulation.
AutoPas 1 is an open source C++ node-level performance library, which aims to provide a base for arbitrary N -body simulations. It acts as a black-box data container, providing interfaces for accessing particles and for applying shortrange pairwise forces.
For the Lennard-Jones potential used in molecular dynamics, AutoPas comes with the necessary functor and particle class, to calculate forces between single site molecules. All results shown in this paper were obtained using these classes.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND A. Short Range Particle Interactions
The work in this paper primarily considers short-range particle interactions. In molecular dynamics a typical model for such interactions, including van der Waals forces and Pauli repulsion, is the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential [3] :
where r ij is the distance between molecules i and j and and σ are energy and size parameters of the employed molecular model.
Because the Lennard-Jones potential quickly converges towards zero and to reduce computational complexity, a cutoff radius r c is introduced. Only forces F = −∇U are considered, which result from particle pairs whose distance is shorter than r c .
B. Newton's Third Law of Motion
In his third law of motion, Newton states that for every force exerted on a body i by a body j, there must be a force of equal magnitude but opposing direction on body j [4] . In the context of molecular dynamics simulations, this means that for the force F between two particles i and j holds:
An optimization that directly follows from this is to only compute the force once, add it on i, and subtract it from j. Thereby, the amount of necessary force and distance computations is reduced by a factor of two. In the following, this is referred to as Newton 3 optimization.
C. Data Layout
Modern CPU architectures offer so-called single instruction multiple data (SIMD) instructions, which operate on dedicated vector registers. These instructions apply the same operations to all entries of a vector at once. An example would be the multiplication of a scalar with a vector. To fully utilize the performance offered by today's processors, this instruction level parallelism needs to be exploited. In a molecular dynamics simulation, the lion's share of execution time is spent in the force calculation kernel. Since this kernel is applied thousands of times, it is a natural target for optimization [5] .
Often, particle objects are stored in an array-like container, for example the C++ std::vector. As illustrated on the left-hand side of Figure 1 , this Array-of-Structures (AoS) layout is unfavorable for loading the particles' data into vector registers since the data is loaded individually from different memory locations, invoking several (slow) memory accesses. Converting the AoS representation into a Structure-of-Arrays (SoA) as seen on the right side of Figure 1 solves this problem. Data which needs to be in the same vector register is located in contiguous memory and can be loaded efficiently.
D. Particle Container
One of the major aspects of N -body simulations is the identification of particles within a prescribed neighborhood for the pairwise force calculation, i.e. finding all particle pairs with a distance less than a prescribed cutoff radius. There exist multiple algorithms for storing particles, and this leads to different ways to determine these particle pairs.
1) Direct Sum:
The simplest approach is to calculate the distances between all particle pairs in the domain and then only evaluate the force resulting from those particles whose distance is smaller than the cutoff radius. An illustration of this can be seen in Figure 2 (a). This algorithm has the advantage of causing no overhead for generating or storing a complicated data structure and is very easy to implement. However, this leads to a time complexity in O(N 2 ) since for every particle N distance calculations need to be performed.
2) Linked Cells: A way to improve on this complexity is to divide the domain into cells with cell widths bigger than or equal to the cutoff radius. Then, only distances to particles within a particular cell and neighboring ones need to be calculated [6] . This is shown in Figure 2 (b). Here, in order to compute the force acting on the red particle, only the distances to particles in the red and blue cells are evaluated. Through this, for every particle, only a constant number of cells needs to be looked at. If the number of cells is chosen proportionally to the number of particles, the computational complexity of this algorithm is reduced to O(N ).
Note that if the cell width is chosen to be smaller than the cutoff radius, more cells need to be considered [7] . It is also possible to implement the algorithm with an adaptive cell size to account for load imbalances from inhomogeneous particle distributions. For this paper, however, it is assumed that all cells are of uniform size and at least as wide as the cutoff radius.
The major drawback of the Linked Cells algorithm is its large amount of unnecessary distance calculations to particles in neighboring cells. Comparing the 3D volume of the cutoff sphere with the search volume of neighbored Linked Cells, it can be seen that the probability to find a particle pair whose distance is smaller than the cutoff radius is less than 16%.
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Therefore, more than 84% of the distance calculations in the Linked Cells algorithm are actually unnecessary. However, the algorithm adds only a very small memory overhead for the cell structure. Furthermore, since particles can be placed contiguously in memory if they are located inside the same cell, this algorithm provides good opportunities for vectorization [8] .
3) Verlet Lists: Another approach for identifying neighboring particles is to pre-compute distance relations and store all relevant partners for a particle in a neighbor list, also called Verlet List [9] . Since particles in a simulation are moving, these lists need to be rebuilt when a new particle comes in range or leaves it. To decrease the rebuild frequency, the cutoff r c is multiplied by a skin factor s > 1, as illustrated by the yellow circle in Figure 2 (c). The list then contains all particles in this extended region. Again, distance calculations need to be evaluated to determine if particles in the skin are also in the cutoff radius. The probability to find a particle in the cutoff region arises as:
Hence, for a skin radius of r c · 1.2, the probability is To construct the Verlet Lists, it is necessary to check all pairwise distances, which would require O(N 2 ) distance calculations. To improve this, the Linked Cells algorithm can be used to construct the Verlet Lists more efficiently with cell sizes ≥ r c · s to guarantee that all relevant particle pairs are found. This combined algorithm is also called improved neighbor list [10] .
E. OpenMP Traversal Patterns for Linked Cells
To fully utilize modern multi-core processors, it is important to make use of parallelization within a sharedmemory programming environment like OpenMP. The two major goals when implementing such a parallelization are to minimize the scheduling overhead, which can arise from synchronization barriers, locks, or dependencies, and, on the other hand, maximize the spread of the load among the available cores. If the exact workload distribution throughout the domain is not known beforehand, these two goals are conflicting by definition. Load balancing requires the parallelization to either shift work from one core to another, Interactions for the calculation of the force on the red particle in different container types. The red circle illustrates the cutoff radius, the yellow one the Verlet-skin radius. For every particle connected by an arrow, the distance is evaluated, however, only for the blue particles also the force is evaluated. There are no interactions with white particles. In Figure ( c) the blue and red cells are used for the neighbor list construction.
or to dynamically assign the work to cores. For both options, the work needs to be divided into tasks with dependencies or sections which are split by synchronization steps. When Newton 3 optimization is applied, race conditions need to be considered since every processor updates two particles at the same time. Both of the following patterns were already introduced in [11] and build upon the same base step: 1) Base step: In three-dimensional space, for every (linked) cell all forces between its own particles and its 26 neighbors need to be calculated. When for every forward interaction (that is every interaction with a cell that has a higher lexicographic index) Newton's third law is applied, meaning the resulting forces get subtracted in the target cells, the number of interaction partners necessary can be reduced by half. To reduce the number of cells to lock even further, only a block of 2x2x2 cells needs to be locked as seen in Figure 3 . The interactions which are forward by index, but spatially backward, can be calculated between cells other than the base cell, here 3 ↔ 4. When this base step is applied to every base cell all interactions are considered. Interactions only between halo cells (see cells outside the brown box in 2) sliced: The sliced traversal depicted in Figure 4 (a) for two dimensions brings the scheduling overhead to a minimum. The idea is to divide the domain into equally large slices of cells. To spread the load, the number of slices equals the number of available threads, so each thread is assigned exactly one slice. Cells are processed in the order orthogonal to the slicing direction of the domain using the base step introduced previously.
Race conditions can occur close to the border region of two slices as marked by the red line in Figure 4 (a). When the thread working on the blue slice applies the base step on cell two, the red thread must not work on cells three and eleven. To guarantee correctness, the last row (or in 3D: plane) of every slice is locked until the first row of the next one is completed. In this example, the blue thread can only start working on cell two after the red thread finished processing cell 51. This results in one lock per thread. The probability of a lock actually blocking a thread decreases with a larger domain size.
However, this approach requires slices to be at least two cells wide, which restricts the number of threads to the number of cells in the longest dimension divided by two.
3) c08: Another classical approach to parallelization is domain coloring. The previously introduced base step locks a block of eight cells and needs to be applied to each of them. All of these applications overlap, hence, an eight- way domain coloring can be constructed [12] . Figure 4 (b) depicts such a coloring for the two-dimensional case, where four colors suffice. All base steps applied to cells of the same color can be processed in parallel, for example on cell zero and two. After each color, a synchronization barrier is necessary to guarantee that no race conditions occur.
Cells within one color are scheduled with the dynamic scheduler of OpenMP. Therefore, this pattern can provide a very good load balancing. This fine-grained scheduling on the other side leads to more overhead from scheduling.
F. Static and Dynamic Tuning
Auto-tuning can happen at different stages of a program: At compile time, before, or during run-time.
Tuning an application at compile time is generally already done by the compiler, e.g. optimizing the assembly code that is generated from the high-level source. However, further steps are possible, for example conditional compilation of different implementations based on what hardware features were found (example: #ifdef __AVX__). This is called static tuning, since the tuning result is fixed for all executions.
More flexibility can be gained by tuning a program during initialization before the compute-intensive operations. While this already offers the possibility to react to different inputs, the tuning result is still static for the time of execution.
A fully adaptive start-to-end optimization is called dynamic tuning. Here, the application is also tuned at initialization but is then monitored and continuously checked for changes in the configuration optimum. Dynamic tuning entails the possibility to evaluate and change program variants at run-time to ensure optimal performance also in changing scenarios.
III. RELATED WORK A. GROMACS -Static Tuning of Algorithm Parameters

GROMACS
2 is one of the most widely used free open source Molecular Dynamics packages. It implements an advanced version of the Verlet Lists algorithm, where particles are grouped to clusters of size M . These clusters then generate neighbor lists containing particle clusters of size N , which are the potential interaction partners for the force calculation [13] . The choice of M and N is crucial for the performance of this algorithm and depends heavily on the underlying hardware, especially SIMD instruction set or layout of CUDA cores. Hence, M and N can be considered tunable parameters. In GROMACS they are chosen at compile time depending on the target architecture.
The chosen values come from extensive studies which the authors commented with "it takes a lot of time and effort to reach optimal performance" [14] . Here the burden of tuning is lifted from the user to the developers, however, manual empirical tuning needs to be repeated with every new architecture arising.
B. James II -Static Algorithm Selection
The Modeling and Simulation Research Group of the Univerity of Rostock developed the modeling and simulation framework James II 3 [15] . It targets computational biology, but not exclusively due to its high degree of abstraction. James II features an automatic algorithm selection based on different strategies. Either a choice can be made before execution due to conclusions that can be drawn from a database of performance measurements or the search space is explored by replicating the simulation. In contrast to AutoPas, James II's API is designed to create full simulations, or experiments within the plug-in based framework, while AutoPas is intended to be integrated into other frameworks or packages. Another difference is that James II employs static tuning by algorithm selection for specific simulation runs [16] . AutoPas dynamically selects and tunes configurations of a simulation at run-time.
C. Active Harmony -Dynamic Tuning
The tuner application Active Harmony 4 is a general purpose tuner designed for dynamically tuning arbitrary applications on parallel machines at run-time [17] . To make use of this API, hooks need to be inserted in the target application, which define tunable regions. During execution, Active Harmony then creates different versions for the marked regions. This can range from differences in loop unrolling to different algorithms. Since the potential search space can be very large, code variants are generated only on demand and are loaded as shared libraries into the running application [18] . However, in contrast to AutoPas, this process relies on supplementary code generation servers, so as not to disrupt measurements and to parallelize the tuning overhead. As AutoPas is only targeted at N -Body simulations it is not necessary for the user to identify what parts of the application need to be tuned and what options might be feasible, because as mentioned in Section I, the pairwise force computation typically dominates such simulations.
IV. CONCEPT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AUTOPAS
A. Overview
AutoPas is intended to be a black-box particle container, internally selecting optimal algorithms for the current state of the simulation.
The library chooses from a range of container options on how to store the particles, and from various parallelization patterns to traverse them. At the moment available options include the containers Direct Sum, Verlet Lists, and Linked Cells. For the latter, the parallelization techniques shown in Section II-E are available. All containers and traversals support the AoS as well as the SoA layout.
Force fields are applied by implementing the force calculation between two particles in a dedicated class and passing the corresponding object to the library. These classes will be referred to as functors.
B. Library Interface
From a user's perspective, the idea for the AutoPas library is to use it as a very simple black box that takes care of the pairwise interaction calculation of particles in a domain. For this purpose, the user can implement a particle class and a functor class for his needs that defines the force calculation between particles. Functors must specify whether they support optimizations through Newton 3 as explained in Section II-B. To ensure compatibility, both classes need to inherit from a respective AutoPas base class. The functor needs to provide functions for interactions in both AoS and SoA form, leaving the user with the choice of how exactly the vectorized version of the force calculation is implemented. In order to provide maximal hardware compatibility and performance at the same time, the exemplary LennardJones functor uses auto-vectorization relying on OpenMP SIMD directives. After defining a domain size and filling it with particles, the AutoPas class provides functions for iterating over all particles, for example, to get the sum of all velocities, and for the pairwise iteration to compute the particle-particle interactions. This is sketched in Figure 5 (a) . The function iteratePairwise() expects a functor for the force calculation. It is thereby possible to use multiple functors in order to simulate multiple potentials.
AutoPas internally selects which data container to use, and in what way to traverse the container with multiple threads (see Section II-E). This degree of flexibility is achieved by making use of polymorphism, templates, and applying the "strategy" software pattern for all algorithm choices. Therefore, all containers share the same interface and are interchangeable. While at the moment containers are switched by copying all particles from the old to the new container, traversals are objects which are generated for each iteration on-the-fly through a factory pattern. Furthermore, the library also determines whether it is beneficial to use the Newton 3 optimization and whether to use the simple AoS layout or to switch to the SoA layout for vectorization. This whole selection process of finding the optimal configuration is referred to as auto-tuning in the following.
To provide the flexibility to switch between the two data layouts, all containers initially store their particles in the AoS format. Only when particles are accessed for interactions, they are loaded to SoA buffers as they are needed. Which particles are loaded then depends on the container and the order of the traversal. For example, the Linked Cells container fills SoAs in a cellwise manner. Then, the functor receives the filled SoAs to carry out the force interaction computations. Therefore, it is oblivious to the currently employed container.
C. Auto-Tuning
The flow of the tuning procedure is sketched in Figure 5 (b) . At the start of the simulation, the library starts the tuning procedure.
AutoPas creates a list of potential algorithm configurations from which to choose from. Configuration options are the particle container, type of OpenMP traversal, vectorization, and whether the Newton 3 optimization is used. It is possible for the user to restrict the range of choices for all options to reduce the search space if desired.
Over the course of the next iterations, AutoPas uses all currently applicable configurations and measures the time it takes to complete the pairwise force calculations for all particles. Configurations using the same containers are tested consecutively to minimize overhead due to rearranging data. This approach is based on the assumption, that the state of the simulation -that is particle positions and thereby the distribution of the particles -does not change significantly in consecutive time steps, which makes them comparable. The advantage of this technique is that the actual tuning overhead is reduced to the time that each non-optimal configurations' time step evaluation exceeds the optimum. After this tuning phase, a configuration is found which is optimal for the current situation. This configuration will then be used for a longer, user-defined, period of iterations called tuning interval. Internally, the AutoPas library keeps track of the number of iterations executed, and as soon as the next tuning interval is reached a new tuning procedure is started. This allows AutoPas to dynamically adapt to changing scenarios while no knowledge or input from the user is required.
To avoid a distortion of the measurements, every functor can be marked as not relevant for tuning by the user. Iterations with such functors have no effect on the tuning process, which means that in Figure 5 (b) they follow the same path as if the simulation would not be in a tuning phase.
D. Sampling
Since especially for smaller simulations fluctuations in CPU frequency or context switches by the operating system, or unfavorable but random task scheduling can distort measurements significantly, AutoPas can collect multiple samples for every configuration. Each sample is the time measured for one iteration executed with a specific configuration. To compare the different configurations, the measurements of each configuration are reduced to a single value. It is possible to use the minimum, average, or median for this reduction. The effect of these different selector strategies can be seen in Figure 6 . Here, a smaller version of the experiment described in Section V-D was tested, containing 290 000 particles. While taking the average provides an estimate that also respects outliers, it is influenced heavily by extreme outliers. Thus, for this experiment, this strategy performs worst selecting the configuration sliced 21 times.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Employed Hardware
All data presented throughout this paper was acquired on four machines: The Linux Clusters 5 CooLMUC2 and CooL-MUC3 at Leibnitz Supercomputing Centre 6 and the Magny partition at the Cluster of the Scientific Computing group at the University of Hamburg. These four systems were chosen because of their highly different CPU architectures. Details on their configuration are summarized in Table I .
B. Container Performance Comparison
The most drastic parameter to change is the particle container since it defines the underlying memory layout and the complexity of the neighbor search. To compare the performance of the different implementations a benchmark experiment is performed with a domain of fixed size and different numbers of uniformly distributed particles simulating different densities. The simulation parameters and results for CooLMUC2 and CooLMUC3 can be found in Figure 7 .
It can be seen that for extremely few particles direct sum performs best. This is expected, as there are only very few computations and the data structure overhead generated by the other algorithms is too large here to be of benefit.
Best performance for most density configurations is achieved through the Verlet lists algorithm, however, the denser the scenario becomes, the better Linked Cells perform in comparison. This is especially true in Figure 7 (b) for the SoA versions where Linked Cells outperform Verlet Lists by almost a factor of 1.6 for the densest cases. On CooLMUC2, the performance of the two algorithms is nearly equal for very high densities. Therefore, it can be presumed that Linked Cells profit most from vectorization due to the memory layout where particles which have a higher probability of interacting with each other lie closer in memory. Since CooLMUC3 supports AVX-512 instructions, capable of processing 8 particles at once, this effect is more prevalent there. It should be noted that the effectiveness of Linked Cells for vectorization is clearly visible here: For the densest case, the difference between AoS and SoA for CooLMUC2 is four and eight for CooLMUC3, which corresponds exactly to their vector register lengths.
Another aspect that becomes clear from these plots is that it is not necessarily always beneficial to employ vectorization. All algorithms need a certain particle density before it becomes worthwhile, which is expected because vectorization only pays off if there is enough data to fill the vector registers, as the vectorized loop's trip count needs to be somewhat larger.
C. Hardware Comparison
As stated in Section V-A, AutoPas was tested on multiple machines featuring different architectures. In Figure 8 the benchmarking of a very sparsely populated domain is shown on Haswell, Knights Landing, and Magny processors. : Different selector strategies and how often each traversal option was selected in a scenario experiencing heavy measurement distortion. Per configuration 10 samples were collected. The data points show the reduced value at the given iteration. Through the low number of particles per cell and the short measurement time of mostly less than 0.2 seconds even slight influences by the hardware, frequency changes, or the operating system have a huge impact on the measured time resulting in large and many outliers. Here it was expected that the c08 traversal performs better on all but the first three thousand iterations. Table I : Overview of employed hardware.
One major difference between these processors is the width of the vectorization registers as listed in Table I . The impact of this can be seen in the vertical distance between the associated AoS and SoA graphs of Figure 8 (a) . Through vectorization, CooLMUC3 with AVX-512 gains a speedup of about two, while for Magny the SoA layout is not even beneficial. This highlights the importance of tuning the data layout in AutoPas.
Since the scenario in Figure 8 (b) is highly homogeneous, it is expected that the sliced traversal outperforms c08. The low density also increases the relative overhead by scheduling. As expected, the performance of the runs with auto-tuning enabled follow closely those of the runs with only the optimal traversal enabled. This shows that for a tuning interval of 1 000 the overhead induced by tuning is sufficiently small, even when the performance difference between the options is more than a factor of two.
A limit is hit by CooLMUC3 at 64 cores because the scenario is too small to support parallelization with more than 56 threads with the sliced traversal. The auto-tuning then switches since c08 uses a more fine-grain approach to spread work and can, therefore, use more threads.
D. Spinodal Decomposition
To validate our results, AutoPas was integrated into the software ls1 mardyn 7 . This software is used for simulating large numbers of small, rigid molecules and is actively used by researchers in the field of chemical engineering [11] , [19] .
The integration was achieved by a new molecule class which implements both the AutoPas and ls1 mardyn interfaces and thus acts as a coupler. Furthermore, a wrapper around the main interface class of AutoPas was created to replace the original particle container of ls1 mardyn.
For this experiment, a grid homogeneously filled with more than four million particles is initialized and equilibrated. After this initial phase, the temperature is dropped to a sub-critical level. The drop in temperature forces the particles to form clusters which turn the simulation into an inhomogeneous state. This is known as spinodal decomposition. The resulting state can be observed in Figure 9 (a), which shows the whole system, while (b) shows a frontal view on a thin slice of the red side of the domain, highlighting the inhomogeneous structure. Because of this rapid change in homogeneity this scenario particularly challenges AutoPas and requires auto-tuning to detect an optimal solver strategy at run-time. The simulation is executed with the Linked Cells algorithm and parallelized with the traversals presented in Section II-E. It is initially expected that sliced has an advantage, but is surpassed by c08 when the inhomogeneity becomes too large.
The plot shown in Figure 10 (a) directly confirms this hypothesis. For almost 8 000 iterations, the sliced traversal is up to 30% faster, but its performance decreases significantly quicker than it is the case for c08. In the end, c08 is 20% faster than sliced.
To evaluate the impact of the sampling overhead, the simulation was executed taking three and ten samples per configuration every 1 000 time steps. Also, a run without any tuning was performed. The first 8 160 iterations were executed using c08, then a checkpoint was written and the simulation was restarted using sliced. This resembles very closely the behavior of the auto-tuner, as can be seen in Figure 10 (a) where the green and purple line overlap. In Figure 10 (b) the overhead generated by tuning is the difference in the blue and green bars. The three bars are all of almost equal height, which leads to the conclusion that here the applied sampling technique produces no significant overhead. For a comparison of speed, the simulation was also executed only using c08 or sliced without tuning (red) as well as the original version of ls1 mardyn in normal mode and reduced-memory-mode (white). The latter is a special mode, optimized for single site molecules [11] .
The fairest comparison that can be made between AutoPas and ls1 mardyn is between the red bar "c08 only" and the white "RMM" bar, since ls1 mardyn always uses the c08 traversal. Also, both versions use an SoA data layout and employ a kernel only for single site molecules. A possible explanation of the large difference in performance lies in the vectorization of the kernels. ls1 mardyn uses a handcrafted intrinsics vectorization, which excels at a high amount of particles per cell. However, since this scenario has very sparse areas and on average only about four particles per cell, the auto-vectorization in AutoPas is more advantageous. When employing OpenMP SIMD directives, the compiler is allowed to generate multiple versions of the code also without vector instructions, which might perform better for cells with very few particles.
The gain of auto-tuning in this simulation can be seen when comparing the red and blue bars of Figure 10 (b). With tuning, about 12% more MFUPS/s are achieved compared to only using the c08 traversal, and more than 24% to sliced. This shows that a single misclassification as seen in Figure 10 (a) at iteration ∼3 000 does not have a major impact.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the auto-tuning capabilities of AutoPas were explained and demonstrated. It was shown that different configurations such as particle containers and traversals stand out in varying scenarios, such that it is worthwhile being able to choose between them. In [11] it was already stated that manually predicting the optimal OpenMP traversal for a particle simulation can be hard even for experts. This problem even worsens when also the choice of particle containers, vectorization, and Newton 3 optimization are added.
It was demonstrated that AutoPas, after being integrated into the mature MD-package ls1 mardyn, is capable of dynamically tuning a realistic particle simulation, which can boost simulation speed. Although the gain in performance versus a non-tuned but optimally configured run highly depends on the scenario, it needs to be stressed that this performance now can be achieved by any non-trained user who has no prior knowledge about advantages and drawbacks of the algorithms and their implementations.
VII. FUTURE WORK
As seen in several plots, measuring short execution times is prone to distortions caused by various sources. Increasing the number of collected samples can reduce this effect. However, this leads to more executions of potentially significantly slower configurations, which could reduce the gain from tuning. Therefore, techniques should be introduced for on-the-fly outlier detection and dynamically adapting the number of samples.
The optimization of existing containers and the implementation of additional variations of the presented algorithms is an ongoing topic of research. As mentioned in Section III-A, Verlet Cluster Lists as employed by GROMACS are very promising. However, also the Linked Cells algorithm offers some room for optimization by changing cell sizes and reducing the number of superfluous distance calculations, as was indicated in Section II-D2.
Additionally, the tuning of many more parameters is conceivable: OpenMP scheduling parameters, Linked Cells cell sizes, Verlet Lists' skin and rebuild rate come to mind. Yet, the more configuration parameters are added, the more dimensions are added to the potential search space, quickly leading to the curse of dimensionality [20] . This means that the range of choices becomes too large to be sampled efficiently. Therefore, the main focus of further research needs to be on the reduction of the configuration search space.
Potential approaches include the change to a model guided tuning approach, where models are used to rule out nonpromising configurations, such that only a small fraction is tested whose performance should not differ too much. Another idea would be to draw conclusions from previous samples and trying to predict where good configurations are, similar to [21] .
